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& AP Integration Committee

 

An Integrated Approach 
to Mission Effectiveness

 
•Partnership / Co-responsibility 

•Formation



We invite you to...
See with soft eyes.
Listen with your head,
ears and heart.
Be with what is rising.
Be curious, speak up,
ask for help and clarify.
Be here and now.



Breakout Group & Mentimeter
Leader- reads and explains the
question to the group

Timekeeper- ensures everyone
has enough time to share thier
views

Secretary-takes notes on Google
forms on behalf of the group

Remember- to hold the space
for ACTION CONDIFENCE - the
'Road less travelled'

Remember- to check the
chatbox for the link to the
MENTIMETER- your voice
matters!



Let's journey together 



Come into the space



Coming
together



‘An African anthropologist was visiting with a local community when he proposed a game
to the children in the village.
He asked the children to line up and told them that the first person to make it to the tree
standing some 25 metres away would win the basket of sweets that he had hung from the
branches.
The children lined up, bouncing on their toes itching to run.
When he said, ‘go’; instead of each one racing off on their own, the children held each
other’s hands and ran together.
Since they all arrived at the tree at once, they shared the treats that were waiting for them.
When the visitor asked why they did this – held hands and ran together, they replied, ‘how
can one of us be happy when the others are sad’? ‘
This is Ubuntu – ‘I am because we are’.

UBUNTU
 



What is the message
of this story about
partnership in GS?

What am I hearing?



THE
JOURNEY
SO FAR

Our foundational stories are a testament to the
evolving engagement, relationships and
leadership in co-responsibility for the mission by
the Sisters and Partners-in-Mission, which have
been integral to the fulfillment of the mission
aroundthe world. (Zeal calls us to respond)



My name is Madelaine Lamy,

Almost 400 years ago I reached out to Father John Eudes

and asked, ‘what can we do for the women and children

who are homeless, hungry - living on the streets?’ 

He agreed we should do something, so together we set up

a refuge and then the Order of 

‘Our Lady of Charity of the Refuge’.



My name is Madame D’Andigné. 

I am inspired by Mary Euphrasia and the work of the sisters. I

want to contribute in any way I can. She confides in, and trusts

me, and together we make plans for growing the mission.

 



My name is Count De Neuville. 

I only ever wanted the dedicated work of Mary Euphrasia and the

sisters to succeed. I was prepared to use all of my inheritance to

ensure that there was continuity of care to women and girls who

found themselves in tragic circumstances.



My name is Mary Euphrasia.

I am so grateful for the support of my friends Madame D’Andigné

and Count De Neuville, without whom we will not have been able

to reach out to so many who need our care.

It is important to remember that

 ‘we all work for the mission. Those who work in the garden, in

the bakery, in the linen room or who are busy about other things,

never mind where, are all working for the good of others….'

 

 



My name is Michelle. I was present at the Congregational Chapter in
2003 when 2 lay people from Asia-Pacific attended for the very first
time.
It was very clear at that Chapter that we were being called to be
inclusive of lay partners in the mission. 

The Direction Statement from this Chapter said:
 Recognize that the laity who live the Good Shepherd charism are a

gift for the Congregation, the Church and the world. In partnership
with them, find new paths; with reciprocal confidence find the means

to share information and mutually enrich each other.
 



My name is Sashi and I was present at the first ever joint
Gathering in Genting Highlands Malaysia in 2008. 

40 sisters and 40 lay partners attended and 
the theme for that Gathering was:

 
‘In partnership we identify with Good Shepherd Spirit from

whichever place we come, and we recognize it in each other.’
At that conference we realised that we are ‘all Partners in Mission

– we are in this together’ for the mission.
 



My name is Gendrie, and I have been a Partner in Mission
for over 45 years. Over the past 20 years I have attended
numerous AP regional meetings and gatherings. I was a

member of the AP Partnership Team and then the
Integration Team. 

 
 



My name is Theresa. I was present at the 2015 Chapter where a
Direction was issued to the Congregational Leadership Team to

establish an international working group to pursue the 
full engagement of lay partners-in-mission.



My name is Shamindani. Through the ICA’s this year we prepared
ourselves for the up-coming Congregational Chapter. We heard the

voices of sisters and lay partners across the region.

There was a strong emphasis on being inclusive and moving toward the
full participation and inclusion of Partners in Mission. A new governance
model may also include Mission Partners in committees and leadership

roles. It feels to me that regardless of how many sisters we have, we
need to be open to working collaboratively with Mission Partners into

the future.
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How ready am I to
embrace Partnership &
Co-responsiblity for
mission?

https://www.menti.com/cp1sz2jpcs

Click on the mentimeter
link on the chat box



ZEAL CALLS US
TO RESPOND

CONTINUUM ON FULL ENGAGEMENT OF
PARTNERS-IN-MISSION REFLECTION



Core values

1.Dignity
2.Compassion &

 Mercy

3.Zeal /
Responsiveness

4.Reconciliation 5.Justice/ Inclusion

6.Transparency /
Accountability



Principles of 
Full Engagement of Partnership

A.   We acknowledge that our shared experience of the mission draws us

together and creates a sense of belonging. We are, therefore, parts of the

same body, complementing each other, with our gifts and talents;

enriching and encouraging each other forward in mission.

B.  We understand that ‘vocation for mission’ is shared by anyone who

feels drawn to accept co- responsibility for fulfilling it.

C.  We ensure that the OLCGS charism, values and heritage remain at

the heart of the mission.

D. Partnership is mission-centric and values-based.



Guidelines that support
Full Engagement of Partnership

 

 We invite and
engage all who share
life-giving beliefs
through our mission
and values.

01
We move together on a
transformational journey;
embracing an expanded
and evolving
understanding of our
mission relevant to our
times.

02
We provide adequate
orientation and
leadership needed to
equip people to work in
a partnership model for
the mission.

03
We encourage
participation,
inclusion and
transparency in our
work.

04

We work from our core
values in a consistent way
and hold ourselves
accountable for our actions
and behaviors.

05
We learn and struggle
together and tend to the
health of relationships.

06
We see conflict and
tension as opportunities
for growth and creativity.

07



Where am I
in this
continuum? 



Where am I
in this

continuum?

Sisters ‘in charge’
Volunteers follow instructions.
‘Paid’ employees – not considered as committed as Sisters for mission. 
“Benefactor’ = Donor only
Sisters solely carry out ministries, feeling possession of the charism.
Mentality: More Sisters would mean- we wouldn’t need Partners-in-
Mission.
Sisters don’t know about mission partnership.

 
Minimal engagement

 

Conscious inclusion of people with talent and expertise.
Benefactors as board members or/ advisors in mission.
Employees / volunteers realized as ‘supporters’ of the
mission.
The lack of religious vocations faced and discussed

Movement towards engaging partners-in-
mission



Where am I
in this

continuum?

Feeling and /or barriers that block moving forward
Fears. Worries.
Attempts to move backwards.
Mistakes by Partners-in- Mission taken as inability to  
 partner.
Loss of control and/ or power

 
Middle space

 

Sisters and Partners-in-Mission  accepted as equal, trust, work
side-by- side 
Staff, benefactors, volunteers, included in meetings/ events.
Recognition- Partners-in-Mission are doing work in greater
numbers than only Sisters.
Joint involvement, in formation/ mission orientation.
Traditional and cultural views discussed – open & inclusive. 

Full commitment to partners-for-mission



Full engagement of partners-in-mission
All recognized as committed to co- responsibility for
mission.
Joint Formation is based on mission & values
Inclusion in meetings, decision-making, strategic planning
 ‘Charity’ model to ‘inclusive rights-based approach.
Our mission is defined by the lives we touch. 
Expertise-based leadership roles at all levels.
Partners-in-Mission entrusted with resources & finances to
continue & animate the mission/ministries.

Where am I
in this

continuum?



Where am I in this continuum?

Sr Jane Nway Nway Ei 



Where am I in this continuum?

Cecilia Ee



Where are we in this continuum?

Sr Salomi Cruz 



Joyous
voices 
Because everything is for the mission!



22%
41%

90%

1)minimal engagement?
2) movement towards

engaging partners in mission?

Where am I in this continuum? 

65%

80%

4) full commitment to

partnership-for-mission?

5) full engagement of

partners-in-mission?

3) middle space - feeling and/or

barriers that bock moving forward?

https://www.menti.com/j5uneywe2p



RECOMMENDATIONS



Break -out session
From what I have heard today, especially from the 4
Quadrants and the Recommendations, what's the next
step for me/us to move forward on the continuum? 
- Discussion



Which Quadrant do I need to start? 
https://www.menti.com/rhtgqedp9j
Which Quadrant needs more attention in my Unit? 
https://www.menti.com/bmdrv1aqqb

























LET'S DO OUR PART TO 
CO-CREATE THE FUTURE

LET'S GO OUT AND DO SOMETHING GOOD---

YOU, ME , WE CAN WORK TOGETHER




